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have compassion on the son of her womb? Yes, she may forget, but even if this happens

I will not forget you. It is something that is uncommon , and. one that is extremely

rare--Yes, they might forget but I will not forget thee. The lessonz for us--when we

find analogies that let recognize them as such and not give them as arguments. We

speak of mother-love but the love of God is far greater--there are exceptions to all

the analoeies which one can drat. I remember once attending a class in a Bible Inst.

In which the man was speaking of eternal security and he tried to prove it from an illus.

That might illustrate it but it doesn't prove it. That is the kind of thing that can

backfire and boomerrang and. people that find out it isn't a proof, even though what you

were trying to prove will give up everything because they found. in this one thing a flaw

in the argument. Re said--here you are born into Me kingiom--he said, can you image letting

my child fall and letting him get injured.. He said. Iiwould watch him of course--it is

a good. illustration but to say that because of it, is no proof. It is an analogy and God

said that it was like thia,only greater. I read. 3omething which was quite interesting--

_ Hart--the great writer of wester stories about 75 years--told about a fire out in the

west and. a man had a disagreement with his son whom he told to get out and the story is

told about one riding in the stage-coachand the son hears of the story and sees
"
If

the father is going to welcome him back and. at least see what his father looks like

and. then the man is so happy--the father is about to go into a stream about to lose his

life and the son saves his father's life--the father tells the story that evening--it

was that good for-nothing son of mine and. the next day the boy goes back on the stage

coach--such things do occur in the world of sin and we see that they hapen. You cannot

show what is like by anology, by human beings but rather what they ought to be like but

this otory certainly is not unreal. I heard of a case in Baltimore the other day-

You can't draw God. out of cure evil imagination--there is only way to find, out and that

is by reading what is written in His Word.
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